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The Best of Autumn: Colorado's San Juan Mtns and Yellowstone/Grand Teton during
the Elk and Moose Ruts
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Hi to all,
The dates for the Colorado Fall Landscape Safari and the Yellowstone-Grand Teton Fall Wildlife
Safari have changed slightly. As shown in the image above, the Colorado Safari is now going
from September 25-29. (LINK) It is staying at 5 days, while the Yellowstone-Grand Teton Safari
is moving from 6 days to 7 - October 5-11. (LINK) I will be coming back to California between
these two safaris, so those riding with me for the Colorado Safari will not have to also do the
Yellowstone Safari if they don't want. However, I still consider them back-to-back safaris and if
anyone wants to do both, they will still get an additional 10% off beyond the client discount of
20%.
These two upcoming fall safaris are overwhelming photographic events. I've been doing the
Colorado Safari for the past ten years, and each year I find a few more places (scenic spots and
backroads) to check out. The list of locations is impressive - the Crystal Mill, Maroon Bells,
Mt.Sneffels, Ridgway, Telluride, Ouray, Silverton, Mt.Wilson, Last Dollar Road, Durango, Cortez,
the Million Dollar Highway, Red Mountain Mining District, and the San Juan National Forest - and
it's dozens of backcountry roads. We finish the safari in Cortez, shooting in Mesa Verde National
Park - not only for its amazing Indian ruins but also its huge mule deer bucks. I'm going to use
the gallery for images from past Colorado and Yellowstone Fall safaris. Oh, and the food is
unbelievable.
I've been shooting Yellowstone/Grand Tetons in the fall for 35 years. Back in my magazine
freelance days, those publications wanted big animals - and Yellowstone and Grand Tetons
provide those kinds of animals. Bull elk, bull moose, bighorn rams, mule deer bucks, grizzlies,
black bears, red fox - and so many others - in those days it was all about photographing trophy
animals - animals to compete for the cover of magazines. It's hard to describe a bugling bull elk
if you haven't heard it in person, or how magnificent bull elk and moose look when their antlers
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are polished and they are heavy into the rut, into breeding season. Grizzlies are in a period of
time known as hyperphagia, when eating everything they can find is all they care about.
Putting on fat means a safer hibernation, more cubs, and a healthier bear when spring comes.
Again, I will put some recent images from past safaris in the gallery.
I changed my website's homepage image with one from the Colorado Safari. Any feedback is
greatly appreciated. I retired the former homepage bobcat image, and will probably begin
rotating more images across my website's homepage. It may seem easy to just change images
but I've found that the process of selecting an image to represent my business is agonizing and
slow.
We are into the dog days of summer and the best photography is either along the coast or in the
mountains right now. I hope that photography is keeping your life interesting, even exciting, and
that our best encounters and moments are all ahead of us. BRP

A diplomat must always think twice before he says nothing.
Irish Proverb
Double RL Ranch Wallpaper
Click the link above to download the wallpaper in a new window, then copy to your computer. You
can see all FREE Wallpaper here: (LINK) The wallpaper is sized to 1980 px by 1080 px. This
image was taken on Ralph Lauren's Double RL Ranch during 2017's San Juan Mtns Colorado Fall
Colors Safari (LINK). The ranch is located on the north side of Mt.Sneffels, south of Ridgway,
Colorado.

All the currently scheduled upcoming 2020 Photo Safaris, Workshops, and Shows are
shown on the Safari Page on my website. That is the most accurate location to view these
events. Here is a LINK to that page. Below are links to the individual safaris for the next
several months. New safaris are added every few weeks.

2020 Safari Schedule
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July
July
July
July

12 Peregrine Falcon Safari (LINK)
14 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
21 Sequoia Wildflowers and Birds (LINK)
27-30 Glacier National Park Safari (LINK)

Aug 4 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
Aug 6 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
Aug 10 Laguna Woods Camera Club (Laguna Hills) Show
Aug 17 Black Bear Safari (LINK)
Sep 15 Pennisula Camera Club Birds Photography Show
Sep 16-17 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
Sep 25-29 Colorado Fall Colors Landscape Safari (LINK)
Oct
Oct
Oct
Oct

5-11 Yellowstone/Grand Teton Fall Wildlife Safari (LINK)
14 Bobcat Safari (LINK)
19-20 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
26-30 Southern Utah Fall Safari (LINK)

Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

9 Bobcat Safari (LINK)
16-17 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
20 Bobcat Safari (LINK)
22 Northern Pygmy-Owl Safari (LINK)
23-24 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

2-4 Bosque del Apache Bird Safari (LINK)
6-9 Texas Wildlife Safari (LINK)
15-17 3-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
21 Bobcat Safari (LINK)
22-23 Monterey/Big Sur Safari (LINK)
29 Bobcat Safari (LINK)

2021 Safari Schedule
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan
Jan

5-6 2-day Bobcats (LINK)
8 California Coast Wildlife (LINK)
11-13 3-day Bobcats (LINK)
18-20 Klamath Winter Wildlife Safari (LINK)
25-31 Yellowstone/Grand Teton Winter Safari (LINK)

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

7 Channel Island Gray Foxes (LINK)
9-10 2-day Bobcat Safari (LINK)
12 Northern Pygmy-Owl Safari (LINK)
14-16 Utah Raptors Safari (LINK)
20 Blossom Trail Workshop (LINK)
25-27 San Diego Wildlife Safari (LINK)

Mar 8 Southern California Bird Safari (LINK)
Mar 29 Great Horned Owl Safari (LINK)
Apr
Apr
Apr
Apr

2 Oso Flaco/Santa Margarita Lake Birds Safari (LINK)
3 Hummingbird Safari (LINK)
12 Butterbredt Springs Bird Safari (LINK)
22 Butterbredt Springs Bird Safari (LINK)

May 2-4 Morongo Valley Bird Safari (LINK)
May 7-10 Southern Utah Spring Safari (LINK)
June 1-10 Yellowstone/Grand Tetons Spring Wildlife Safari (LINK)
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COLORADO SAFARI IMAGES
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YELLOWSTONE / GRAND TETON FALL SAFARI IMAGES
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Photoshop Processing Tip - A Choice of ISO Quality
As we have all found to our dismay, a relatively sharp image shot at a high ISO setting due to
conditions beyond our control (low light in the morning, dark day, inside a forest, etc) can defeat
https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/AQMkADAwATZiZmYAZC04ZTg4AC0xMQAzYS0wMAItMDAKAC4AAANYM2kKjH2JSYMwYSJVMmwbAQDuZkbW6…
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our ability to either sharpen and/or crop the image to the degree we might desire in processing
for final output. Can we do both things and not destroy the relative quality of the image?

A Tale of Two Subjects
1) Decide how long you might have with the subject. A wildlife subject may not hang around
long, while ISO is almost never a consideration with a landscape subject that isn't running away.
In your internal, mental answer, ask yourself if you have time to overshoot.
2) If you do have time, then overshoot at a lower ISO (better quality) - capturing the best image
possible, even if you shoot 100 images to get 1.
3) If you don't have the time, push the ISO higher (worse quality) and instead of attempting to
shoot a wildlife portrait image - shoot a wildlife environmental portrait. Now maybe you get a
number of images to choose from.
Here are two examples:

I'm not sure I took 100 images to get 1 sharp harlequin duck in this very long exposure image,
but it was a lot. I shot this at ISO 200, f13, and 1/10 second, on a tripod, with my Nikon 500mm
lens on my old Nikon D3s body (FX sensor). While I shot this on a tripod, the wind was blowing,
and the shutter vibration (no, I didn't lock up the mirror, which may or may not have helped)
defeated most of the images. The duck moving a little didn't help. But, at least for this image,
overshooting worked. I created a beautiful image that morning in Yellowstone at Le Hardy Rapids
on the Yellowstone River - under extremely difficult conditions. The drake Harlequin duck is
sharp, the rock is sharp, and I got a great blur on the rushing water - exactly the image I wanted.
In the next image (below) I had no choice but to push my ISO through the roof. This particular
image was shot at ISO 51,300, a horrendous ISO, at f4, 1/200 second, on a Nikon D4s body,
Nikon 500mm lens, using a tripod. Again, the mountain lion's motion defeated some of the
images. Absolute focus was extremely difficult to achieve. Here I knew that I had no choice but
to go high, knowing that I would never be able to crop this image - at all. There was no way I
could shoot it at ISO 3200 (4 stops better ISO, but also 4 stops slower shutter-speed). How do I
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know? because I tried. Every image was blurry, and with seconds ticking by, I kept pushing up
the ISO until I got images that at least appeared sharp in the LCD screen.

The difference was the Harlequin, not that rare a subject, gave me the time I needed to
overshoot. The lion was not going to give me any time at all as it moved down the mountain in
complete darkness. I wanted more than one single frame, I wanted the action and position of
the lion as it moved down the hill to its kill. But, I sacrificed quality to get the moment.

Processing
I find it interesting that I processed these two images exactly the same, almost.
1) I selected the subject (after opening in ACR) using the Select >> Subject command.
2) I refined my selection in the duck image to make sure all the rock was selected, while I
deselected som of the cliff and snow that the selection tool had included. I used the Lasso tool.
3) Only the subjects were sharpened. The duck was sharpened at a traditional Exposure 100,
Radius 1 setting, then tweaked a little using a slight sharpening of Exposure 20, Radius .5.
The lion was sharpened at Exposure 20, Radius .5 twice. If I sharpened it more than that the
blockiness of the high ISO really destroyed the image.
4) On the lion, I created a new layer (Ctrl + J) and releveled the image (Ctrl + L) which added
a greater amount of contrast. I then feathered that layers Opacity from 100% to 35%.
5) For both images I inverted the selection Select >> Inverse, then applied noise reduction. I
use Imagenomic's Noiseware Professional because it allows me to control frequency levels of
noise reduction. High-frequency noise is almost invisible, while low-frequency noise is the most
blocky and obvious. For the duck, it was mostly high-frequency and mid-frequency and color
noise reduction, while the lion was nearly all low-frequency noise reduction.
The trouble I ran into on the lion image was too much noise reduction blurred completely the
non-subject details of the image. It would have been nice to do just the snow, but the blockiness
of the noise was overwhelming in all the textured areas of the image - so the cliff rocks, bushes,
etc had to be done as well. There are a couple of places that couldn't be saved, like in the top
left grasses, and the grasses and snow directly below/right of the lion. Now I could have just
clone-stamped those out of the image, but then you wouldn't see the results of shooting at that
https://outlook.live.com/mail/0/AQMkADAwATZiZmYAZC04ZTg4AC0xMQAzYS0wMAItMDAKAC4AAANYM2kKjH2JSYMwYSJVMmwbAQDuZkbW6…
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high an ISO, and the difficulty in processing.
Both images end up being uncropped (environmental-type wildlife images), just for different
reasons. The dramatic, moving water around the duck makes that image; while any cropping of
the lion would have accentuated the noise to an unacceptable degree (I'm sure, I tried).
In the end, I shot about 100 of the duck - and kept 1, and I shot 250 of the lion (in 100%
darkness, in this set of images) and kept only 8 - of which this is the best of the 8. I consider
that a success for both subjects given the difficulty of the encounters.

Final Thoughts
To all the safari pages I have added a difficulty level. The Levels of Difficulty are defined as
follows:
EASY - a little walking, no hiking, shooting from the vehicle, or close by the vehicle.
MODERATE - walking, short distance hiking possible, carrying equipment, shooting in the field.
DIFFICULT - extended hiking, carrying equipment, shooting in the field.
As a person who drives 60,000 miles per year, I don't consider driving to add to the difficulty level
of any photography safari. Here are examples: 1) we drive all day on bobcat safaris without
leaving the vehicle to shoot (EASY), 2) in Yellowstone, we drive all day but exit the vehicle often
to shoot in the field (MODERATE). 3) on black bear safaris we do many miles of walking,
sometimes hiking off-trail, carrying equipment (DIFFICULT).
I'm adding these qualifiers to each safari page so folks are better able to know what the safari is
going to entail physically. There is always driving, getting up early, carrying and adjusting
equipment, meals at odd times, scattered bathrooms, dealing with inclement weather - those are
on every safari.
Regards,

Brent Russell Paull
1-559-909-5208
brentrpaull@hotmail.com
www.amwestphoto.com
Please forward this e-mail to your photographer friends, maybe we can make a connection that
otherwise would never happen. The world of photography is vast and only getting bigger. Also, I
can sometimes change safari dates to accommodate folks, so if you would like to do a custom
date, or see if I can switch a date, just let me know.
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